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ZC 04-33G: AFFORDABLE FOR WHO? 

Dear Zoning and Planning Officials of the District, 

The current definition of 'affordability' at 80% AMI is a joke, and so is 70% or even 60%. 

Area Medium Income (AMI) as I understand includes calculating the two of the wealthiest counties in the Nation -
Montgomery County and Fairfax County. 100% AMI includes these rich counties, plus DC, setting the AMI at a whopping 
$109,000 a year. 

But looking at DC-only, the AMI is actually closer to $65,000 a year. Therefore, affordability should be based off this 
number alone. 

That's why the IZ amendments now before you which set IZ income eligibility at $50,000 to $60,000 a year makes no 
relative impact to DC residents and families who need this housing tool to work for them. 

Further, only a few 2BR units have been marketed as 'affordable' to date (DCHD: Fifty-one 2BR units are currently being 
marketed and only one 4BR unit has been built). 

Looking at these numbers shows that IZ is not helping the affordability crisis for families in the District. IZ has been 
mainly used to market studios and one-bedrooms to young singles making $50,000 to $60,000 a year. This was not the 
class of people IZ was created to assist. 

This is too important to ignore. 

I am expecting citywide forum(s) to be held to have a much broader discussion about this important citywide issue 

before any final decisions are made. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
michele styczynski 
michellestyczynski@gmail.com 
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